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H
igh energy density, long-lasting re-
chargeable batteries are highly de-
sirable for applications in consumer

electronics and electric vehicles, but the
substantial volume and weight of electro-
chemically inactive components of the bat-
tery electrodes limit current technologies.
Metallic lithium is, theoretically, an optimal
negative electrode (anode during discharge)
for Li-ion battery chemistry with the most
negative standard reduction potential of
�3.01 V and a high specific capacity of
3.86 Ah/g (2.06 Ah/cm3).1 However, upon
repeated charge/discharge cycles, variations
in the lithiumplating and strippingmorphol-
ogy result in high-surface-area deposits.1�4

Because most electrolytes decompose once
in contact with metallic lithium, a stabilizing
surface film, termed a “solid electrolyte inter-
phase” (SEI),1,5 is formed on fresh Li surfaces
during each cycle. The formation and pre-
sence of the SEI consumes electrolyte, immo-
bilizes Li, and furthermagnifies thedeleterious
effects of nonuniformities during electro-
deposition/dissolution. In extreme (but tech-
nologically relevant) cases, long Li dendrites

can electrically short batteries, resulting in
self-heating and explosions. In this work,
we image Li electrodeposition from a typi-
cal Li-ion battery electrolyte using bright-
field scanning transmission electron micros-
copy (BF STEM) to better understand the
microstructural evolution of Li electrodes
and to identify mechanisms that may lead
to cell failure.
Compared to the generally used post

mortem analysis, in which electrodes are
rinsed and exposed to oxidizing environ-
ments that can alter both the surface and
morphology of the mechanically compliant
Li, imaging the Li electrodes in situprovides a
more accurate assessment of the deposition
morphology. Arguably, the simplest in situ

imaging technique is visible-light micros-
copy, in which Li electrodes have been ob-
served to form dendrites that kink and grow
from either the dendrite base or tip6,7 and
sometimes rotate during growth.8 In this
dendritic growth process, the current density
plays a critical role in the Li morphology (see
Crowther and West9 and the references
therein for more on optical observations).
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ABSTRACT Electrodeposited metallic lithium is an ideal negative battery

electrode, but nonuniform microstructure evolution during cycling leads to

degradation and safety issues. A better understanding of the Li plating and

stripping processes is needed to enable practical Li-metal batteries. Here we

use a custom microfabricated, sealed liquid cell for in situ scanning

transmission electron microscopy (STEM) to image the first few cycles of

lithium electrodeposition/dissolution in liquid aprotic electrolyte at submi-

cron resolution. Cycling at current densities from 1 to 25 mA/cm2 leads to

variations in grain structure, with higher current densities giving a more needle-like, higher surface area deposit. The effect of the electron beam was

explored, and it was found that, even with minimal beam exposure, beam-induced surface film formation could alter the Li microstructure. The

electrochemical dissolution was seen to initiate from isolated points on grains rather than uniformly across the Li surface, due to the stabilizing solid

electrolyte interphase surface film. We discuss the implications for operando STEM liquid-cell imaging and Li-battery applications.

KEYWORDS: lithium electrodeposition . liquid-cell electron microscopy . electron beam radiolysis . lithium-ion battery .
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Unfortunately, the micron-sized scale of a typical Li
deposit approaches the resolution limit of visible light,
especially for nucleation events, providing an unclear
picture of the dendrite initiation and growth processes.
Another in situ microscopy technique utilizes hard
X-rays at a synchrotron beamline that can penetrate
through relatively thick batteries, and X-ray tomogra-
phy has shown the presence of subsurface defects
below Li dendrites.10 Electron microscopy provides
very high resolution, and in situ imaging of electro-
chemical processes is possible with specialized elec-
trochemical cells compatible with the high-vacuum
environment. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
has been used to show dendrite growth and electrical
shorting in polymer11,12 and ionic-liquid-based elec-
trolytes,13 but materials fully immersed in liquid elec-
trolyte were not visible in these SEM studies due to the
surface-sensitive nature of this microscopy technique.
In situ TEM has provided a wealth of insight for mate-
rials changes during lithiation using “open” cells with
solid or low-vapor-pressure ionic liquid electrolytes,14,15

and observing materials immersed in themore relevant
volatile liquid electrolytes is now possible in the TEM
with the use of hermetically sealed liquid cells com-
posed of electron-transparent membranes encapsulat-
ing a thin liquid layer. Theuseof TEM liquid cells is seeing
applications in electrochemically induced processes
such as Sn�Li film alloying,16 Si nanowire lithiation,17

and LiFePO4 delithiation18 as well as purely beam-
induced processes such as nanoparticle growth,19�26

lithiation,27 and electrolyte decomposition.28 Cu, Pb,
and Ni electrodeposition have been successfully imaged
and analyzed in situ using TEM liquid cells with aqueous
electrolytes.29�31 Li electrodeposition from aprotic
solvent-based electrolytes involves experimentally more
difficult material compatibility and purity considerations
for the TEM liquid cell, and only a few low-contrast,
ambiguous examples have been reported to date.32,33

In this work, we used a custom-designed TEM liquid
cell34 with relatively small (0.26 μm2) working electro-
des such that the entire active electrode could be
observed with submicron resolution. The small elec-
trode size ensured that all electrochemical charge
passed could be quantitatively correlated with any
visible changes, and carefully insulated leads enable
pA-level current control. Each cell contained 10 total
electrodes, allowing the ability to perform multiple
experiments under identical chemical conditions by
switching working electrodes. To simulate conditions
in common Li-ion batteries with aprotic solvent-based
electrolytes, the TEM liquid cell was filled with equal
parts by volume of ethylene carbonate and dimethyl
carbonate containing 1 M lithium hexafluoropho-
sphate salt (1:1 EC:DMC/1 M LiPF6). Li was electrode-
posited onto inert Ti thin-film electrodes at varying
current densities, and the formation of nonuniform,
high-surface area Li deposits was clearly observed with

the current density affecting the morphology. As the
300 keV electron beam can clearly induce electrolyte
breakdown,28,35 care was taken to minimize and char-
acterize the effects of beam exposure. Through these
efforts, we discovered that the electron beam both
accelerated surface film formation and affected
the deposition potentials and morphology, thus limit-
ing the use of operando imaging during plating.
The stripping dynamics also exhibited an interesting
behavior, in which dissolution was initiated from dis-
crete points on a Li grain. Our observations support SEI-
mediated dendrite growth models and address the
difficult-to-assess beam effects for liquid-cell TEM.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The TEM liquid electrochemical cell used in this
study34 is shown in Figure 1 and comprises a bottom
chip containing 10 electrodes that converge at the
center of an electron-transparent SiNxmembrane win-
dow. The top chip, with a central SiNxwindow and two
fluid fill ports, was epoxy-sealed to the bottom chip to
form the completed cell. Highly doped polycrystalline
silicon electrical leads that connect the bond pads to
the central metallic tungsten electrodes were insulated
by thick SiO2/SiNx layers. The tungsten electrodes,
residing at the center of the bottom chip, were further
masked by a conformal Al2O3 layer to prevent contact
with the electrolyte. Small, 0.26 μm2 areas were litho-
graphically defined near six of the electrode tips, and in
these regions, the Al2O3 was etched away and a 35 nm
thick Ti working electrode deposited as an inert sub-
strate for the Li electrodeposition. Additionally, four
electrodes were patterned with large, circular 750 μm2

Ti patches out of thewindow region to serve as counter
and quasireference electrodes. The cells used in this
study displayed significant bowing of the SiNx mem-
branes, and the liquid layer was likely over a micron
thick based on electron energy loss spectroscopy
(EELS) measurements of the thickness, in which no

Figure 1. TEM liquid-cell design. (a) Sealed liquid cell wire-
bonded to a ceramic carrier ready for electrolyte filling;
(b) schematic of the geometry imaged in STEMmode; (c�e)
scanningelectronmicrographs at increasingmagnifications
of the electrodes at the center of the bottomchip,where the
patterned Ti electrode areas are noted with blue arrows.
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zero-loss peak was evident. Nevertheless, the bright-
field STEM imaging with a 14.5 pA, 300 keV beam still
exhibited good contrast of the relatively large Li de-
posits at a low dose rate of less than 10 e� nm�2 s�1.
Mass�thickness contrast dominates for these thick
liquid layers, and thus, the low-density Li (0.534 g/cm3)
exhibits a unique contrast reversal and appears
lighter than the surrounding higher-density liquid elec-
trolyte (1.2 g/cm3). The light-colored deposits seen in
Figures 2�7were also confirmed tobeLi byEELS spectra
(see Supporting Information Figure S1).
Galvanostatically controlled current was applied to a

small (0.26 μm2) titanium working electrode to induce
Li deposition. After a set timeperiod, the current polarity
was immediately reversed to strip the deposited Li until
the voltage monitored versus a Ti quasireference elec-
trode became positive, signaling complete stripping
of connected Li. Between cycles, a controlled current of
0 pA was applied to allow the system to relax under
open-circuit conditions. In a practical commercial Li
battery with 1 to 10 C/cm2 of cyclable Li, current
densities (J) range from 0.3 to 3 mA/cm2 for charging

in an hour. In this study, 6 C/cm2 was deposited each
cycle at varying current densities of 1, 10, and25mA/cm2

normalized to the Ti area on separate, structurally
identical Ti electrodes. The electrodeposition results
presented here were obtained in one sample on dif-
ferent electrodes to ensure direct comparison. Similar
experiments on other samples and other electrodes
exhibited the same behavior, shown in the Supporting
Information.
Two lithium electrodeposition/stripping cycles per-

formed at 10 mA/cm2 are shown in Figure 2. No STEM
imaging was performed during the first half of the
deposition cycle. Thereafter, images were taken every
minute (0.6 C/cm2 deposited between images) during
the subsequent deposition and stripping. The com-
plete frame sequence of the deposition and stripping
cycles is available as a movie (Supporting Information
file 002), and selected images showing the major mor-
phological changes are presented in Figure 2 as well as
the chronopotentiometry. The voltage was measured
relative to a large-area Ti quasireference electrode, and
the inferred voltage versus Li is also presented based on

Figure 2. Time series of Li electrodeposition and stripping at |J| = 10 mA/cm2 shown in BF STEM images. (a) Electrode before
applied current showing the Al2O3-masked tungsten electrode and an exposed 0.26 μm2 Ti working electrode. (b) Applied
current and resulting voltage measured vs a Ti quasireference electrode and the inferred voltage vs Li; a STEM image was
taken at each arrow. First cycle plating (c�e) where a faint Li needle appeared in panel (e) outlined with yellow dotted lines
and later rotated clockwise; after stripping (f); second cycle plating (g�i) where new Li grains are denoted by yellow arrows in
(h); and after final stripping (j) where stripped grains are outlined. Full image sequence available as Supporting Information
file 002 (electron dose per image = 50 e�/nm2 for c�f and 25 e�/nm2 for g�j).
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the approximate voltage at which Li deposition was
observed in the images. However, one should note that
this voltage is a very approximate value versus Li due
to possible drift or polarization of the quasireference
electrode during the experiment.
The initial Li deposit (formed without beam expo-

sure in Figure 2c) showed faceted edges and consisted
of only one grain. Upon beamexposure, the deposition
potential became more negative, dropping by 50�
150 mV, and more electrochemical noise occurred.
After imaging, the grain bulged and became more
circular/spherical in Figure 2d, and upon further growth
and imaging in Figure 2e, more grains nucleated includ-
ing a faintly visible needle emphasized by yellow dotted
lines. (The needle is more visible with adjusted image
contrast and false coloring, but the images presented
here are minimally processed to allow visual estimation
of 3Dmorphology.) The Li needle subsequently rotated
clockwise, pointing toward the lower left in Figure 2h�j,
likely pushed by new grains deposited at its base.
The first stripping cycle only lasted 166 s, implying
a low Coulombic efficiency of 27.7%, but it is evident
in Figure 2f that a large amount of the Li remained
as disconnected “dead” Li. Essentially, the deposit in
Figure 2f is the same as in Figure 2d, but it was moved
by the extra grains in Figure 2e that did strip away.
Cycle 2 showed a much more granular, needle-like
morphology seen as the first image in Figure 2g,
while subsequent images in Figure 2h,i reveal new
spherical grains that grew rather than the needle-like

grains formed before imaging. Again, the Coulombic
efficiency was low with only a few of the grains
stripping in Figure 2j.
On the basis of the results in Figure 2, the electron

beam exposure clearly changed the deposition mor-
phology and kinetics to some extent. Without beam
exposure, deposited grains show faceting and needle-
like morphology, but after exposure to the beam,
the growth of any given grain becomes more uniform
with a presumably spherical geometry. Furthermore,
the beam also causes the nucleation of new grains that
may disrupt the growth of the initial grains by electrical
disconnection. The movement of Li needles observed
here can be understood as new grains depositing
near the electrode, pushing the already formed nee-
dles away.
To demonstrate the electron beam's influence on

Li growth, the plating behavior was recorded during
nearly constant beam exposure at a different fresh
electrode, again at 10mA/cm2. Figure 3 shows selected
stills from a movie in which frames were taken every
15 s (Supporting Information file 003). Rather than
a few large faceted grains, the Li grew as multiple
balloon-like nodules from the working electrode,
as seen in Figure 3c. During stripping, only a few grains
were actively dissolving at a given time, and the
uneven voltage at 7 min occurred after some of
the grains had been fully removed, implying that an
overpotential was required to initiate stripping in
previously inactive SEI-passivated grains. Dead Li was

Figure 3. Li cycling at |J| = 10mA/cm2while imaging every 15 s. (a) BF STEM imagebefore deposition, (b,c) near the beginning
and end of deposition cycle 1, (d,e) near the beginning and end of stripping cycle 1 where disconnected “dead” Li is evident
after stripping finished, (f,g) during the second deposition, (h) after the second stripping, (i) after the third deposition, (j) after
the third stripping, and (k) chronopotentiometry during cycling with the voltage measured vs Ti and inferred vs Li; a STEM
imagewas taken at every arrow. Full image sequence available as Supporting Information file 003 (electron dose per image =
50 e�/nm2).
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evident after the first cycle, and the second and third
cycles initiated completely newgrain growth andmore
dead Li after cycling.
Comparing Figures 2 and 3, in which Li was depos-

ited at the same current density, the deposition mor-
phology is clearly different for in situ imagingwith little
beam exposure than for operando imaging where the
electron beammediated the Li growth in this EC:DMC/
LiPF6 liquid electrolyte. Though the electron beammay
produce highly reducing solvated electrons, we did
not observe any beam-induced Li deposition without
electrochemical assistance. Instead, it is possible
that the electron beam created a variety of reduced
radical species in the electrolyte and SEI that attach to
the growing Li surface and equalize (and impede) the
growth on all facets, leading to more spherical grains.
The electron beam generates a unique SEI that does
not produce dendrites but rather facilitates multisite
nucleation, and during movie imaging, there is no
period in which the natural SEI can form on its own.
The increased deposition overpotential upon beam
exposure also indicates impeded Li transport. Note
that the deposition voltage profile in Figure 3k
(constant imaging) is rather smooth compared to
Figure 2b (sporadic imaging), indicatingmore constant
overpotentials for nucleation and growth under the
electron beam. The small oscillation in deposition poten-
tial upon imaging could reflect either the beam-induced
SEI formation or a slight perturbation of the Ti quasi-
reference electrode potential.
To explore the direct effect of the electron beam

on the electrolyte, experiments were performed in
which only the electrolyte was exposed to the scanned
electron beam. For beam exposure solely in the
electrolyte and away from any structures, no obvious
changes were visible (see Supporting Information
Figure S2). This observation is similar to previous
results on LiPF6 in EC:DMC.28 However, when the beam
was scanned near a growing Li deposit, beam-induced
SEI growth was observed and is shown in Figure 4 and
Supporting Information file 004. In this experiment,
Li was actively plating at <1 mA/cm2, and the beam
was rastered in a small square in the electrolyte for
15 s between each image at a higher dose rate of
3750 e� nm�2 s�1. On the side of the Li grain closer to
the beam exposure, a dark deposit formed and grew.
After 5 min of this increased beam exposure, the Li
was electrochemically stripped, and the dark deposit
remained and even continued to grow after stripping
away the Li. Thus, we believe that the Li functioned
as a highly reducing substrate for this beam-induced
SEI growth. A similar dark deposit was also seen in
Figure 2e�h for Li deposited under high levels of beam
exposure. The composition of this beam-induced SEI is
unknown, and low-loss EELS spectra in the SEI region
appeared nearly identical to the electrolyte region.
However, we did observe that the SEI was sensitive

to the electron beam. As shown in Figure 4d, the beam
was scanned for varying time durations inside three
separate small square regions, and the BF STEM con-
trast in the SEI became lighter than the electrolyte.
Thus, we presume that the beam-induced SEI may
have consisted of components such as LiF that could
be reduced back to metallic Li.27,36

Based on these observations, we conclude that
the electron beam induces reactive species in the
electrolyte that can diffuse to a surface and deposit
as a denser, darkermaterial than the electrolyte. Due to
the highly reducing Li-metal environment, these spe-
cies could be the same as those that form a natural SEI
such as polymerized carbon chains but at an acceler-
ated rate assisted by the electron beam.28 A given
300 keV electron passing through the electrolyte may
lose tens to hundreds of electronvolts with an average
loss per collision of about 20 eV (see the Supporting
Information), which is large enough to induce reactions
not normally accessible. For highly reactive Li deposi-
tion, the presence of any SEI (beam-induced or natural)
therefore plays a large role in the particle growth by
affecting the local flux of Li ions and possibly affecting
interfacial energies. In this study, the ∼10 pA electron
beam current was comparable to the ∼10 pA electro-
chemical currents, so even though most of the elec-
tron beam was transmitted, it is not surprising that
the electron beam may have significantly affected the
electrochemistry. Any beam-induced irreversible reac-
tion products appeared to remain dissolved in solution
when far from a Li substrate (Figure S2). However,
the observed absence of beam-induced changes in
the electrolyte away from any structures was not
an unequivocal test to prove that the dose was below
a threshold damage limit since the beam clearly

Figure 4. Beam-induced SEI growth. (a) BF STEM image of a
Li grain during deposition and nearby 150 nmbox for beam
scanning in the electrolyte; (b) image after 5 min beam
exposure; (c) image after 12 min beam exposure, where the
location of the electrochemically stripped Li grain is indi-
cated by a dotted yellow line; (d) image after scanning the
beam in 75 nm boxes inside and outside the beam-induced
SEI; (e) approximate thickness of the SEImeasured along the
red dotted line in (a). Full image sequence available as
Supporting Information file 004 (electron dose per image =
188 e�/nm2; dose rate inbeam scanarea= 3750 e� nm�2 s�1;
dose rate for small squares in (d) = 15000 e� nm�2 s�1).
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affected the Li deposition morphology. Previous ac-
counts of Li electrodeposition in TEM liquid cells have
shown “Li” with darker contrast than the surrounding
electrolyte,32,33 and those reported Li deposits were
likely covered with a significant beam-induced SEI.
Attempts to image the natural SEI were confounded

by the immediate formation of the beam-induced
surface film. Even after depositing fresh Li and allowing
the sample to equilibrate under open-circuit condi-
tions for a few hours without electron beam exposure,
no surface film thicker than 10 nmwas evident on the Li.
The standard model of a 5�10 nm compact inorganic
SEI37 near the inner Li surface is consistent with our
observed 10 nm thickness upper bound. No extended
porous organic outer SEI extending ∼100 nm38,39 was
observed, though any film possessing a similar density
to the electrolyte would exhibit very low contrast. In
particular, the dendritic SEI reported in a similar in situ

liquid TEM cell33 was not observed.
To further investigate the effects of the electron

beam on Li deposition morphology, a third previously
unused electrode was cycled with no imaging during
the first plating/stripping cycle, still at 10 mA/cm2.
The chronopotentiometry as well as Li morphology
during the second and third cycles is shown in Figure 5.
Although the morphology was unknown after the first
cycle, we observed that the voltage profile during the
first plating/stripping cycle was very smooth. For this
first cycle, the Coulombic efficiency was 90.2%, indicat-
ing that the majority of the deposited Li was stripped.
At the beginning of the second deposition cycle, noise
in the voltage shows that the SEI mediates Li nuclea-
tion evenwithout beam-induced SEI formation. During
cycles 2 and 3, imaging was performed periodically
as before, and the first image halfway through each
deposition cycle again showed faceted grains includ-
ing needles in cycle 3, whereas after imaging, the
grains became more rounded.
The striking Li stripping behavior is especially visible

in Figure 5c�f, in which primarily the large rounded

grain stripped, and the images again revealed the
influence of the SEI for Li electrodes. The dissolution
initiated from an isolated point on the right side
of the large grain's surface and gradually consumed
the grain until another dissolution point was initiated
in Figure 5e. Because the SEI forms a protective film
around the Li grain, the Li dissolution proceeds only
at weak points in the SEI as previously observed
by in situ AFM.40 In contrast, materials such as Cu, Ni,
or Pb that deposit without passivating surface films
have been observed by liquid-cell TEM to subsequently
strip much more uniformly where grains simply shrink
at every surface.29,34,41 The uneven Li dissolution be-
havior contributes to electrode degradation, for dead
Li is likely to form if the particle necks off before
fully stripping (Figure 3e). In full battery cells, it is
known that applied pressure can sometimes electri-
cally reconnect this dead Li.42

The cycling and morphology at both lower and
higher current densities are shown in Figures 6
(1 mA/cm2; see also Supporting Information file 006)
and 7 (25mA/cm2; see also Supporting Information file
007), employing different previously unused electro-
des. The total beam exposure and number of images
were kept consistent for the various current densities.
At 1 mA/cm2, the deposit is very smooth as expected,
with very little overpotential required during deposi-
tion and stripping. The Coulombic efficiency was
also very high at 84.7 and 91.0% for cycles 1 and 2,
respectively, and only 5�20 mV drops in potential
were observed upon imaging. Therefore, at the lower
current density, the beam effects were less pro-
nounced either because the beam-induced SEI did
not limit the lower-rate Li transport or because the
longer duration between images allowed time for
the surface films to equilibrate. No Li dendrites were
observed at 1 mA/cm2. In contrast, at the higher
25 mA/cm2 current density, Li needles were observed
evenon thefirst cycleprior to imaging, and the Li needles
were very pronounced on cycles 2 and 3. After imaging

Figure 5. Li cycling at |J| = 10 mA/cm2, where no imaging was performed during the first deposition/stripping cycle. (a,b) BF
STEM images during the second deposition, (c�f) during the second stripping, and (g�i) during the third deposition and
stripping where Li needles are indicated with yellow arrows. (j) Chronopotentiometry with voltage measured vs Ti and
inferred vs Li, where arrows indicate the time of each image taken. Full image sequence available as Supporting Information
file 005 (electron dose per image = 50 e�/nm2 for b,c and 25 e�/nm2 for h,i).
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again (Figure 7b,e,h), no new needles were formed,
but instead either existing grains grew or new rounded
grainsnucleated. TheCoulombic efficiency at 25mA/cm2

was highly varied at 85.5, 8.5, and 73.7% for cycles 1, 2,
and 3, respectively, indicating a less-controlled deposi-
tion and stripping behavior at this higher current density.
The uniform deposit at low current density allows a

visual estimate of the Li deposition efficiency. Assum-
ing the grain in Figure 6b to be a prolate spheroid, its
approximate volume of 2.1 μm3 equates to an ionic
charge of 15.6 nC, based on a Li density of 0.534 g/cm3

and a molecular weight of 6.941 g/mol. Alternatively,
the current was controlled at 2.6 pA for 100 min,
passing 15.6 nC of electronic charge;encouragingly,
exactly equal to the visual estimate. While the geome-
try is uncertain, this direct correspondence indicates
that (i) the electrolyte was very pure with minimal
current going to parasitic water, oxygen, or other
contaminant reduction; (ii) the unimaged portion
of the tungsten electrode was well-masked with all of
the electrochemistry occurring in the field of view;
(iii) no electrochemical shuttle carrier current existed
between the working and nearby Ti counter electrode;
(iv) minimal charge was used to form the natural SEI;
and (v) the sample wiring was well-isolated with no
current passing through parasitic parallel resistances in
the chip's fixturing.
On the basis of the results presented here, Li den-

drite initiation and growth models can be assessed.
As the features observed in this work were very small
compared to typical separator-piercing dendrites on

the order of 10 μm diameter, these electrochemical
TEM observations are relevant to dendrite initiation
processes. Although we only imaged a few cycles,
whereas practical batteries must survive thousands of
cycles, we nevertheless observed that (i) Li needles
were formed more readily at a higher current density
and not at all at 1mA/cm2, and (ii) Li needlesweremore
likely to form on later cycles than on the first cycle.
Many dendrite growth models follow Bockris in
which diffusion-limited ion transport primarily causes
dendrite growth.43�45 The diffusion-limited current to
the small 0.26 μm2 electrodes in this confined liquid
cell is about 10% of the limiting current at a standard
ultra-microelectrode of the same size,34 and for 1M Liþ,
the absolute limiting current in the confined cell is on
the order of 10 nA (4000 mA/cm2). Since the largest
current used here (65 pA) is orders ofmagnitude below
diffusion limits and Li needles and dendrites were still
initiated, we conclude that the diffusion-limited mod-
els are more applicable to dendrite propagation than
initiation.9 We further note that no preferred direction
for Li needles was observed, and the location of the
counter electrode did not determine the growth direc-
tion. Alternative models consider the limiting current
to be determined by slower Liþ diffusion through
the SEI such that defects in the SEI provide a higher
Liþ flux and initiate dendrites.8 In light of our results,
webelieve theSEI's composition,46 heterogeneity,47 role
in modifying interfacial energies,48 and Liþ surface
transport properties49 are critical components to in-
clude in dendrite initiation models. The propensity for

Figure 6. Li cycling at |J| = 1mA/cm2. (a,b) BF STEM images atmidpoint and end point of the first deposition, (c�e) during the
first stripping, (f,g) at midpoint and end point of the second deposition, (h�j) during the second stripping, and
(k) chronopotentiometry with voltage measured vs Ti and inferred vs Li, where the time of each image taken is indicated
by an arrow. Full image sequence available as Supporting Information file 006 (electron dose per image = 50 e�/nm2).
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needles to form on the second or third cycle can be
understood by the development of a thicker hetero-
geneous natural and/or beam-induced SEI after the
first cycle. The lack of needles at 1 mA/cm2 may imply
a boundary on the limiting diffusion flux through the SEI
or an SEI equilibration time, though more work is re-
quired to separate the effects of the beam-induced SEI
from the natural SEI formed in the absence of imaging. A
contrasting model for Li whisker growth was developed
by Yamaki,50 in which soft Li is extruded through a defect
in the SEI, resulting in growth from the base rather than
the tip. In this work, we observed at least one Li needle
appear to grow from the base, shown in Figure 7d,e, but
that growth could also be explained by Li insertion at a
crystal defect somewhere along the needle.6

The conditions in the TEM liquid cell likely enhanced
dendrite formation compared to a macroscale battery,

due to the large electrolyte volume to electrode area
ratio, radial diffusion, lack of separator pressure, and
beam-induced SEI effects. Nevertheless, the trends
observed here should hold for actual batteries, perhaps
with dendrites appearing at later cycles and lower
values of current density.
In this study, we employed a Ti quasireference

electrode. However, in principle, a more quantitative
analysis of the voltage fluctuations observed during
deposition and imaging is possible with a better-
defined reference electrode. We explored the possibi-
lity of depositing in situ a Li reference electrode by
galvanostatic Li deposition and subsequently chang-
ing the electrode connections. Indeed, the table
of contents/abstract figure shows the results obtained
with this type of Li reference electrode. However, in
practice, we discovered that the relatively small Li

Figure 7. Li cycling at |J| = 25mA/cm2. Images are shown at midpoint (left) and end point (center) of each deposition cycle as
well as after stripping (right); little appreciable stripping occurred on cycle 2. Chronopotentiometrywith voltagemeasured vs
Ti and inferred vs Li shown in (k) where the time of each image taken is indicated by an arrow. A Li needle indicated in (d) grew
outward and thickened during deposition. Full image sequence available as Supporting Information file 007 (electron dose
per image = 25 e�/nm2 for a�c and 12.5 e�/nm2 for d�i).
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reference electrode lifetime was limited to approxi-
mately an hour before its potential started to drift.
We chose to use EC:DMC/LiPF6 as a common liquid

battery electrolyte, but other compositions are likely
more optimal for Li electrodeposition. Future studies
include Li deposition and SEI dynamics in alternative
electrolytes such as dioxolane, which is known to form
more uniform Li deposits51 or additives such as viny-
lene carbonate that promote a stable SEI.52 Addition of
“artificial SEI” surface films on the electrodes is also
possible, which has been shown to increase Li cycling
efficiency.53

CONCLUSIONS

The Li electrodeposition dynamics in liquid EC:DMC/
LiPF6 electrolyte were imaged via STEM with unprece-
dented clarity, and the electron beam was found to
affect the morphology even at low dose. At a constant
current density of 10 mA/cm2, the Li deposits formed
faceted crystals and needleswithout beamexposure or
rounded nodules with beam exposure. At a lower

current density of 1 mA/cm2, the electron beam ex-
posure had less of an effect onmorphology and cycling
efficiency, and larger grains were formed. At a higher
current density of 25 mA/cm2, many small needle-like
crystals were formed after the first cycle. Electron
irradiation produces solid SEI deposits that alter
growth dynamics, a process consistent with beam-
induced radical formation in the electrolyte followed
by transport to and reaction at the growing Li interface.
During electrochemical stripping, the dissolution
clearly initiated from discrete points on the Li grains,
leaving behind beam-induced SEI and, in some in-
stances, dead Li that was spatially and electrically
isolated from the current collector. Our results show
that the SEI plays a critical role in Li dendrite initiation.
For in situ liquid-cell TEM studies, we conclude that
operando imaging of active electrochemical processes
should be performedwith caution due to beameffects,
but in situ imaging after performing the electrochem-
istry can still provide unique nanoscale insights into
electrodeposition processes and morphology.

METHODS
The TEM liquid-cell construction and assembly are described

in detail elsewhere.34 Briefly, silicon chips were coated with
30 nm SiNx, and 30 μm diameter view holes were etched via a
Bosch process up to the suspended membrane. On the bottom
chips, ten 1500 μm2 electrodes consisting of 50 nm thick W on
25 nm thick TiN converged to the center of the membrane,
as seen in Figure 1c,d, and doped poly-Si leads were buried
beneath the SiNx layer and encased in insulating SiO2 that
connected the metal electrodes to the external bond pads.
The metal electrodes were passivated by 33 nm thick ALD-
deposited Al2O3 and 7 nm thick sputter-deposited SiO2, similar to
a previous design with partially exposed electrodes.54 The smaller
Ti thin-film electrodes visible in Figure 1c�e were patterned
by a sequence of electron beam lithography in poly(methyl
methacrylate), wet etching in 2.3% hydrofluoric acid/11.4% am-
monium fluoride/19.6%water/66.7% ethylene glycol by volume to
remove the passivation layer, and electron beam evaporation of
35 nmTi followed by liftoff. A raised 1.6� 0.7mm2 poly-Si seal ring
on the bottom chip defined the separation between the
bottom chip and the lid as well as defined a boundary between
the liquid reservoir and the epoxy seal. The lid chip had
a similar suspended SiNx membrane in the center as well as
two holes etched for fluid filling. The top and bottom chips
were aligned by placing appropriately sized alignment beads
in pyramidal KOH etch pits in the Si such that the view
windows overlapped. A line of epoxy (Loctite Hysol 1C-LV)
placed between the two chips (white line in Figure 1a) wicked
up to the seal ring upon curing at 70 �C.
After assembly, the chip was wire-bonded to a ceramic chip

carrier that fit into a multiple-lead TEM holder (Nanofactory
Instruments AB). The liquid filling was performed in a He-filled
gloveboxwithO2 andH2O levelsmaintainedbelow 10ppm. The
electrolyte consisted of 1:1 by volume ethylene carbonate/
dimethyl carbonate with 1 M LiPF6 obtained from Novolyte
Technologies, Inc. A droplet of electrolyte was placed at one fill
port such that it wicked into the chamber, the excess wiped
away, and small pieces of polyimide tapewere placed over both
fill ports. Subsequently, quick-cure epoxy (Scotch DP-100) was
spread over the tape-covered fill ports and allowed to cure at
least an hour in the glovebox before loading in the TEM.
A Modulab potentiostat (Ametek, Inc.) fitted with a femto-

ammeter was used in galvanostatic mode to apply current

and measure potentials. The cabling was fully shielded and
the working electrode guarded up to the TEM column, and
the potentiostat was internally grounded (all cell components
were isolated from ground in our cell/holder design). A custom-
designed, battery-powered voltage buffer preamplifier was
used on the reference electrode to lower its current draw to
less than 10 fA. The active area of the Ti working electrode
measured by scanning electron microscopy was 0.26 μm2, so
absolute currents of 2.6, 26, and 65 pA were used to achieve
current densities of 1, 10, and 25 mA/cm2, respectively. “Open-
circuit” voltage was measured in galvanostatic mode with 0 pA
applied to avoid polarizing the small working electrodes with
current draw from the reference electrode. The counter elec-
trode voltage was also monitored versus the Li-depositing
working electrode and typically approached 4 to 6 V, indicating
that oxidative electrolyte decomposition at the counter elec-
trode supported the applied current.
Imaging was performed on a FEI Tecnai F30 TEM/STEM

operated at 300 kV in BF STEM mode. The beam current was
14.5 pA with a 8.4 mrad convergence angle. The beam was
blanked between images. Each image was acquired with 1024�
1024 pixels over 5 s with a field of view of 3 � 3 μm2 or larger,
so the typical dose ratewas 10 e�nm�2 s�1 =0.1 e�Å�2 s�1 and a
total dose of 50 e� nm�2 fr�1 = 72 pC/fr or less. For the beam-
induced SEI growth experiment shown in Figure 4, slightly dif-
ferent conditionswereusedona separate sample: a 13.5 pAbeam
with a 1.5� 1.5 μm2

field for imaging every 30 s at 37.5 e� nm�2

s�1 and a smaller “focus” square of 150 � 150 nm2 exposed for
15 s between images at 100� higher dose rate; at each image,
203 pC of electron beam passed through the “focus” square.
Beam exposure apart from imaging was minimized; an initial
image was taken of each electrode, then the beam was blanked
for at least 5 min before initiating the electrochemistry. About
350 total images over 12 h were taken during the experiments
shown in Figures 2, 3, 5, and 6.
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